[135]
What was he to make of politicians in general ? Jer-phanion had no prejudice against them. He attached a great deal of importance to public affairs. But the men who controlled them did not inspire him with either affection or enthusiasm. Why not ? Perhaps because they were lacking in heroism, in single-mindedness. Was that their fault? Perhaps not. Perhaps it was the fault of the material they had to handle.
Sometimes Jerphanion had wondered whether he would go into politics himself. It had been predicted that he would. He doubted it; or at least he would have to find himself in circumstances of a different kind, living in a period when heroism and single-mindedness held their rightful place, when the material to be handled was nobler stuff. A revolution ?
What had our Thomson to say? That the explosion aboard the LMtouche-Treville was very regrettable, but that the inquiry would bring everything to light. The kck of liaison between the Navy and the Director of Artillery would be remedied. Let us have confidence. " Never had there been such devotion, such magnificent steadfastness. ... If the day came ..." and so forth. Clearly a man who thought that it was champagne-time and coughed up an after-dinner speech.
" Wright raises heavy weights." Jerphanion was interested in airplanes, but with all kinds of reservations. He expected nothing good of these machines. He thought of submarines, which so far had served for nothing but to provide militarists with a new means of destruction. Far from rejoicing over what was already naively called " the conquest of the air " - as though there were anything to be conquered in the air : gold mines, oil wells, the capitals of the birds 1 — he was annoyed that the air should cease to be a place apart, a forbidden zone, where the dreams of men might roam just because man did not enter it.
" M. Dujardin-Beaumetfc takes precautions against fire at Versailles and the Louvre." " That's true -1 was forgetting Dujardin-Beaumetfc. Under-Secretary of State for Fine

